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i-SUITE, the reflection of Ambienthotels:
When we first imagined the i-SUITE plan, we aimed at providing our guests with a place different from the conventional

hotels, and most of all different from most Rimini Hotels. In daily life we subdue all things to rationality, we repeat and

optimize each action in such way that numbers and ratios become the basic criteria for defining the shape of bedrooms,

bathrooms and common spaces which seem to have more in common with algebra than with the warm and touching

atmosphere Ambienthotel aims at creating as it has always done so far. At that time i-SUITE represented a great challenge

of setting new standards and eliminating bias in the hotel sector, taking the adventure of creating a place where people

feel at ease, are amazed and they can carry a good memory of us and our cities when being home. These are the reasons

why we asked our designers to plan rooms having all different shapes and not resembling parallelepipeds but rather

the irregular spaces of a luxurious mansion while being at the same time domestic as a cosy house. We designed our

rooms as much as 40, 50 and even 70 square meters in order to give our guests a great sense of freedom, all the room

overlook to the beach or to the sea enabling our guest to enjoy the view both in winter and in summer. In addition our

intention was revolutionising the reception system because we wanted i-SUITE to be not just an hotel but rather a private

space where authentic relations between people form. That is why we pensioned off the traditional reception desk

establishing the hierarchy between the customer and the reception staff. We welcome them in the same way as friends

welcome guests home, by means of a tight handshake and smiling. Lastly we made a daring and informal choice, that

is, dedicating the most important part of the building to the wellness center which is the higher and most panoramic area

of the building. This resulted in an environment full of light and energy and  benifiting from the sun radiation which is linked

to the external swimming pool by an elevator: it resembles a large  sculpture made up of water which remains at 35

degrees even in winter. We are confident friends and guests spending their time in these spaces in order to relax or after

an hard working day will get vigour and will be happy. Today  i-SUITE is ready and it matches the dreamlike idea we came

up with perfectly. This is a five star area but it is likely to be used as an unconventional place and we hope that all our

guests will describe this place not just like a beautiful hotel but rather like a place where you can feel at ease in Rimini”.

Marco Ermeti at Ambienthotels

The architecture signed by Giovanni Quadrelli, a reflection:
It is an hotel neologism, a breakthrough in novelty. it is dynamic. It aims at the first magnitude. i-SUITE takes its inspiration

from the changes, from the thrust of a light ray  filtering, then leaving the sea and by  dodging the glass surfaces arrives

to the hearth of things. We start from the center of a room, the luggage are already in the room and the future is not

rectilinear. There is a contrast between static state and dynamic state. It represents the  Möbius strip of a Rimini which

does not make any stops and does not want to sleep. It is the crossroad of a world constantly leaving. Then, it comes

here on vacation and you become a king to. And the waves are right there. A vertical sea (a pure but also tragic curtain

being open but closed as the same time) divides the age of the sun from that of the fog, the age of a child lost in the beach

from that of a city more by accident than design. What about changing that? Destination wide spaces! Everything moves

inside and everything goes out. The strenght of transparency which is always dynamic and mischievous invites people

to enjoy the open spaces, even though they are private, permeable to the sight but reserved at the same time. It interacts

with the world which remains outside by giving and taking, winking and drawing back. It plays with matter without giving

in to the bad habits of the place. It forms a curvy, intriguing, mysterious, sensitive new image. By creating this hotel I aimed

at shedding a new light on the hotel sector in my city. In an age when hotel industry dreams about sojourning in the space

we designed the plan in midair underlining lightness and purity by using glass, we used soft colours blinded by the sun,

white rippled walls resembling sinuous dresses beckoning the guest to follow them. The artificial lighting as well is

instrumental in making the experience of the senses even intenser. Nights of all colours, that is our first aurora, a bathing

aurora! Architect Giovanni Quadrelli



The architecture signed by Simone Micheli, a reflection:
The i-SUITE interior architectural plan lies its foundations in the concept of modern luxury I developed after a thorough

and targeted thinking. During the “XXX Congreso Colombiano de Arquitectura” ( 30th Colombian Architecture

Convention) which took place in Barranquilla (Colombia) in 2007 I  asserted: “…the new luxury does not mean immobility

or habit, but rather freedom and movement. It is a light and a stirring thought, at any moment we are able to choose where

and how to live and to reinvent the environment we live in. As for architecture the new luxury is related to the idea of

regaining the beauties and the truth of our daily life together with our inner feelings. It is more connected with vacuums

than with plenums, more with mind than with body. It does not mean opulence but rather transparency. I am talking about

possible places where yours and our histories are echoing in the shape of visual, olfactory, tactile and auditory essence.

I am telling you a story which has its roots in the past and in the tastes of exotic places but at the same time it is near and

next future oriented. This future I am referring to is not made up of mimesis, emulation but rather it reprensents the truth

and the oneness which envelope and protect us in order to live instead of just surviving in a restless and alienating reality.

I am talking about non-places, natural habitats where the deepest and the most genuine personality of each person

emerges and where anyone can establish a symbiotic relationship with himself and with the nature which created us. It

has visual and inner harmony, it is the mirror of our mood which becomes calmer and stabler. Spirituality and beauty

involve us in a aesthetic experience with all that is around us and with all we build with our body and mind. All this leads

to the birth of a new place suitable for the inner growth but also for the development of our present or future family which

is proud and grateful for having the chance of enjoying the cohesiveness the family is surrounded by. Daily relations and

interactions as well will benefit from this cohesiveness by being enriched with passion and enthusiasm. I aim at making

man the main focus of the attention by stirring up his senses by means of shapes, images, colours, lights, materials and

by creating a scenario hovering among trascendence and immanence, concreteness and abstraction, dream and reality.

I am referring to spaces in the world, where man represents a fourth dimension worth studying and to be sensorially

satisfied. Moreover, each element in these spaces bring man back to the origins of time when everything was pure and

simple. In my opinion the word luxury could go beyond the limits of its meaning. Nowadays living in a luxurious sphere

means being able to love and being loved in a genuine and absolute way, it means being surrounded by simplicity and

let have our attention drawn by watching a grass blade waving in the wind. It means regaining the truth of life, living by

appreciating the beauty of each day and by growing through the intangible physicity. It means reconsidering, dreaming,

starting to love again without asking anything back, giving without having anything back. It means building without

destroying, creating processes having a strong ethical sense and capable of becoming generators of healthy beauty. This

is how I see luxury, which does not mean opulence and redundancy but rather the essentials, ethical gestures contents

oriented, free spaces with scattered basic elements. I wish to create new stories connected with the world of the wonders

having no bonds with tradition, I aim at symplifying and improve the life of man by eliminating all the unessential and

undesired elements in the space he lives in”. The interior architecture of the i-SUITE seems to embody the meaning of

these words. It represents an hyperrealist portrait related to the dimension of ethical luxury I pursue by means of my

architectural works. i-SUITE is ready for living in an informal way as a work capable of  converting experience into memory.

i-SUITE enables our guests to go beyond the borders of reality and to live in dreamlike almost surreal space and time

dimension. i-SUITE is a tridimensional area where everything becomes simple and extraordinary at the same time where

the contemporary man can discover his natural/artificial known/unknown habitat. In this wrapped place serotonin,

endorphin and adrenaline levels of the visitors skyrocket! This lively place enables our guests to smile,to relax, to meet

and have conversation with other people. This is an unforgettable area which enables our guests to enter a dimension of

freedom, beauty and uniqueness unconsciously”.  Architect Simone Micheli

The visual design signed by Roberta Colla, a reflection:
It all began with the reflection on the concept of i-SUITE. It all began by sharing the totemic but informal name of this hotel,

with the Ermeti brothers, that is, i-SUITE. i-SUITE is an hotel telling about itself not as a lifeless object but rather as a living

entity. It features an  identity rich in emotions and feelings which expresses its strong personality and its purposes in order

to involve the guest in a dynamic space experience that will leave an indelible mark on his memory. i-SUITE makes those

who enter this magic world feel like  actors in the same way as a movie director does, and gives the chance of enjoying

the common daily gestures which become extraordinary moments. The extremely essential corporate identity

accompanies the guest along his journey in the hotel telling about itself by giving direct clear  evocative messages and

signs. The graphics of the i-SUITE hotel features white, green and silver colours. The green colour representing the

expression of life  characterizes it as a entity which is alive and animating those who look at it. The silver colour expresses

the dynamism of the interior, the white colour lends rigour and elegance to the hotel. Everything ranging from the

coordinate clothes of the staff to the table setting and to the internal and external signs show the meticulous attention to

details. The objects and the people being at the heart of the i-SUITE coexist harmoniously. We designed i-SUITE as an

"entity" providing a meticolous service to the guests by following them and involving them in the i-SUITE experience

carefully. A lively experience which is worth living! Roberta Colla Micheli



CELEBRATING THE EXCELLENCE
The celebration of excellence. Celebrating contemporaneity, splendour, the marvels, lightness, elegance, rigour, balanced

essentiality, the rigorous and functional distribution control. We paid scrupulous attention to the even smaller detail. We

threw aside the traditional hotel design patterns, we aimed at creating  a contemporary icon, a unique work suitable for

a city who boasts such an highly developed accomodation and entertaiment industry that they represent its main

resources. It is a new all-suite hotel offering a quality standard which is higher than that is expected for an hotel of this

category. It is another dimension, a breathtaking atmosphere suspended between present and future capable of bringing

us to a new world by distorting time and space. i-SUITE is not just an avantgarde hotel but rather  a tridimensional

manifesto of the possible marriage of architecture, sensoriality and eccellence.It is the result of the synergy between basic

functional furnishing, fluid, plastic shapes, and the private experience of the guest enjoying  this dreamlike journey tending

to the unreal. This is an interactive, hybrid, touching iconoclastic place having striking features and being rich in evocative

and moving elements which result in making it unique.

i-OUT
i-SUITE is the result of the desire of opening up new horizons by using iron and glass as the main elements for the load

bearing structure. The west oriented wall parallel to the promenade must conform to the wall curtain located in viale

Regina Elena in a smooth way by means of the soft shapes of the balconies, of the swimming pool and by using glass

for the parapets. The  large window overlooking the swimming pool has a surface amounting to 27 metres. It is anchored

to the building structure and it is designed to dilate up to 10 centimetres during summer. Vertical self load bearing iron

and wood made ways can be seen through the transparent surfaces. A close-up view shows a step suspended by

drop laser shaped iron elements. The corridors are designed as an extension of the exterior and they  are clearly

distinguished from the swimming pool. The texture is made up of MDF 3D shaped modules and it  is located by

repeated patterns on the wall which results in creating an evocative effect of sand smoothed by the waves. The LED

lighting from the twilight to the dawn makes the atmosphere charged with  evocative emotions. The continuous façade

is interrupted by the glass shapes of the stairway room having a shiny grain glass structure  supported by a steel

spiderweb like structure which enhances its. geometry.This stairway links the ground floor to the first floor. The ceiling

as well is made up of structural glass suspended by steel tensioned cables. From this point the view of the “ swimming

pool scuplture” is magnificent. From the stairway room a narrow way resembling a sinuous river opens out to the

equipped wellness bath. The structure is suspended on the basement and it was made by shaping the concrete softly.

On the same façade up to the interior we can see big snow white waves made by using pernervometal system which

consists in an iron structure (shaped rods) covered by a fine knit  iron net and by applying some sprayed concrete several

times. Lastly it is shaped, hand smoothed, and water repellent semi-gloss paints are applied. A 3D 1/20 scaled model

was created in order to design part of the building and of the reception entrance so that  the applicators draw the real

measurements for working in height and depth. Coupled anti-breaking glass sheets work as parapet for the

balconies.They are anchored in to the balcony slab at 20 cm depth by means of a steel vice which sustains and aligns

them. The windows frames are made up of aluminum and they slide thanks to the “Lift and Slide System”. They mark

the border between the room and the balcony. Outside the flooring is made up of wood laths resembling a ship deck.

On the west oriented walls overlooking the sea the architectural work aimed at safeguarding the surrounding

environment, preserving the green and the light proceeding from east is to be found. That is why we used glass for the

façades which offers its pecurial features such as luminosity, transparency and reflexibility. This building is completely

surrounded by the colours of  nature by means of the exchange between the interior and the exterior that glass makes

possible. The big curved “ribs” on the façade are made up of fibreglass and they are moulded and coloured by using

the “gel coat” system (which is similar to the one used in the shipbuilding industry). They resemble the profile of an hull:

in fact, they have no structural but rather scenographic purpose. On the base “the ground connection” steel junction of

the yard system underlines the off shore setting. The background is completed by a portion of circular bulding working

as the barycentre of the two wings. Above here the attic floor which is covered by white wood girders forming the the

ceiling is located. The interior is illuminated by the curvilinear large windows overlooking the near harbour and the whole

coast as well up over the horizon working as an ideal command bridge. On the side of the sea huge crumbs of Istria

stones left by a gigantic Thumb Tom on the neutral surface of the meadow together with a thread of flickering blue LEDS

welcome the guest and accompany him to the main entrance. Here a stela which is made up of Istria stone as well,

features the same shapes of the flooring and of the logo, and by attracting the attention of the guest it announces that

the show has just begun.



i-IN
When passing the entrance threshold a new background showing an informal way to perform the task of reception

emerges. In fact the guest is welcomed by a metropolitan living room made up of snow white couches having highly

coloured rigid disks and of smooth walls which look so sinuous that resemble a theatre stage curtain fabric which has

just been raised. There is no traditional reception desk, the welcoming entrance hall becomes a meeting place where

people socialize, talk, display and show off. Snow white surfaces an bewitching volumetries together with piercing

colours strokes characterize the visual area. All the feature share the intention of expressing contemporaneity, beauty

and new contents. The large hall leading to the sinuous external swimming pool is vibrant with light thanks to the linear

blue leds which make the white couches seem to float  being suspended on the floor which is made up of large size

glossy porcelained gres tiles. The mirror walls surrounding the bar cover nearly 80% of the perimeter of the ground floor

. They are silk screened with random dizzying concentric hand-sketched circles, and  a sparkling explosion of bubbles

which dilate the space.The theatrical celing narrow beam light lights are oriented by the lamps of a futuristic spaceship

enhancing the furnishing, the walls and the different materials. Tall sinuous bright acid green trees having long branches

which seem to float into the space creating kaleidoscopic setting leaving a unique, deep memory involving  the guests

in an all senses experience by means of reflections and evocative effects on the mirror surface together with the

changeable projections on the wavy walls. The traditional desk for registrating the guests together with the back-office

operation posts and the toilet facilities are completely teak covered, they are all located behind wings  in the center of

the ground floor stretching as sinuosly as a drape, resembling a metaphorical aurora borealis. It looks like soft wave

working as a barrier between the two entrance halls and underlining the way it leads to at the same time. This reference

icon becomes a symbolic element in the external façades. Near the large living room on the side of the swimming pool

following the fluid curtain a mouth holding a fire sign, that is, a cosy fireplace is located. A willowy steel tape marks the

openings in the mirror walls of the bar, interiorly in the hall and exteriorly in the swimming pool and it works not only as

a frame but also as a valuable tray for support and for tasting. The allusion and illusion game is completed by round

small containers which resemble flying saucers floating in the air hold lcd monitors add rhythm and give life to the walls

.Three big circular containers suspended in the space of the windows become three gigantic eyes facing a parallel

universe, they are capable of generating lights, colours and images in quick succession. Having lunch at the i-SUITE

restaurant is as exciting. The purity of the furnishing, of the tables, of the benches and of the seats is a dominant element

in the setting and it interrupted only by the acid green lightnings of the tablecloth and of the bottom of the mirror buffet

counter and by the rest of the walls as well. A radiant and sparkling light and reflection play is enhanced by the table

and chairs legs and the stainless steel covered pillars. On the ceiling there are no ceiling lamps but rather shaped pierced

monitors where images and light are projected, an ever-changingchromatic show which is emphasized by the dreamlike

screen printings on the mirror and all the relative reflections. i-SUITE arouses a wide range emotions but the dominating

feeling is that everything can change at any time, that nothing is definite or definable according to the strict and limiting

criteria of ordinariness. 54 fully equipped suites located over 5 floors represent the most exclusive offer available in the

Adriatic coast. 54 suites are distribuited between 2 branches of the hotel by means of a corridor having a muffled and

mysterious atmosphere. Another dimension of perceptions representing the threshold leading to the intimacy of the

rooms converts the corridors into an all senses experience  tunnel where doors and walls disappear in order to form a

continuous wavy curtain, a willowy winking drapery like a light silk pettycoat. The walls which are enhanced by ceiling

installed leds  hide the entrance doors of the  suites and they become the guardians of mysterious secret passages.

Only the room number which is printed on the badge reader and the door handles which is composed of hollow

brushed steel cylinder reveals the presence of the doors by means of the reflection of the warm tones of the teak floor

and of the color changing leds built in the floor itself. These doors are the thresholds leading to an enchanted world.

Each suite has a different surprise in store, a different chromatic combination, a different use of the materials, a different

space distribution. All suite share the same scrupulous attention to detail, the enhanced sensorial features which stir a

wide range of emotions in the guest. The finishing of the large walls hiding the vanishing closets and the doors, the

finishing of the bathrooms feature  Canaletto walnut finishing or lacquer finishing in black or white colours. The

relationship between the shapes, the pure glossy porcelained gres floors and the teak floors is rigorous and harmonious.

The same holds true for the vigorous dynamic of the counter ceiling sloping cuts which can be teak inlaid or  teak faced

as well. Soft and sinuous poufs, fluid and curvy shaped couches upholstered with acid green fabric which is the

common colour for all the rooms welcome the guest when entering each boundless room. Entirely mirror covered walls

surround the most intimate area of the suite sporting a large snow white ottoman which features a wide mattress

suspended in the space, it creates allusions and reflections and empahsizes the panoramic view of each room.

Beleveled edge totemic furniture stand out in the room as an icon and display their interactive interior sporting a lcd

monitor. In addition, each bed is equipped with another suspended monitor which is built in a mirror covered beleveled

edge container hanging from the ceiling. In the mirror covered wall behind the bed  the traditional bedside tables are



replaced by a deep narrow recess illuminated from inside which resembles a big mouth. Deep narrow recesses,

stainless steel microcopies of the design of the bedhead underline the profile of the doors of the wall closets and of the

bathrooms and work as handles. Fluid mirrors rotate along its angles and around the edges, overhang desk shelves

form daring suspended geometries. Huge circular solid surface baths and big sensory showers diplay themselves and

their users at the center of the suite surrounded by large mirror walls, burning fireplaces in each room  blend

harmoniously in the overall design of this visionary magnificent architecture inside the architecture. The lighting of each

suite is efficient and well-targeted without being banal, it is evocative and stirs emotions, gives life to the matter by

making it pulsating and confirms the truth of the definition of Architecture by Le Corbusier, i.e., "Architecture is the

masterly, correct, and magnificent play of masses brought together in light." The oblique white lights  underline the profile

of the illuminated surfaces while the the color changing leds bring the furnishing and the baths where they are located

to a surreal dimension. All these features generate a unique atmosphere capable of involving the guest in this

unforgettable dream. The bathrooms of the rooms represent authentic beauty and relax rooms, and they feature a plain

but elegant style. On the one hand the radiant bathrooms walls are entirely mirror and simple rough  porcelained  gres

slabs covered on the other hand the floor features smooth glossy porcelained gres tiles. The washbasins, the baths and

the shower plates are made up of solid surface and they are integrated into the furniture. Suspended and mirror built in

monitors,large extra-bright  glass partition surfaces, wide windows revealing  breathtaking panoramic views make this

experience unique when traditionally the bathroom is an area which is often overlooked and reduced to a cramped and

blind space. On the 5th floor a suite covering a surface of nearly 70 square meters is located and  it is the result of joining

two rooms together. This suite sports a gigantic circular bed that swivels enabling the guest to not only  enjoy an optimal

sight of the sea but also the whole suite area such as the the cosy living room equipped with couch, fireplace and lcd

tv, split bathroom which is divided in the same way as the living room by the bedroom by means of a full height glass

wall than can be opened completely. On the same floor a turkish bath enriched with a color therapy system is to be

found. On the 6th floor the Wellness centre is located. Near a large curved window overlooking the horizon line dividing

the sea from the sky a vast relax room is situated, it sports custom made furniture and couches as all the other details

of the hotel are. Acid green lightnings characterize the furniture of the solid surface wellness centre.The cylindrical tables

give another coat of green colour which results in enhancing the white radiant profile of the snow white couches. The

spa environment features soft ways having white Istria stones flooring: two sauna ceddar laths lined cabins positioned

at 60 and 90 degrees as well as the thalassotherapy bath wind by a full height large window to the infinite space of the

sky and the sea. A shiny iridescent mosaic lined turkish bath having blue leds which enhance its surfaces, three body

treatment cabins, a cabin equipped with a solar bed and a snow room, a small gym and a large panoramic swimming

pool equipped with hydromassage and waterfalls complete the dreamlike setting.When It gets dark spectacular light

beams cross the spaces and underline the profiles of the flashing suspended furniture and the ones of a soft couch

where lieing down and enjoying the show of the night kissing the silver sea surface. Enchanted portholes in the walls

light up with blue in the same way as blue waving lanterns, the acidated glass doors of the cabins show the activities

performed inside by lighting up. During the daytime and even more during the night i-SUITE proves to be a unique work

capable of becoming a milestone in the concept of accommodation: an architectural manifesto having on the one hand

ever changing metropolitan life related connotation, on the other hand it is capable of involving the guests in a new

unforgettable all senses tridimensional dimension. 

Biography

Architect Giovanni Quadrelli

Giovanni Quadrelli was born in Rimini in 1963. He graduated from the Venice

IUAV      University in 1989. In 1990 he mastered his education at the Raf

Listowsky  architecture atelier in Paris. He comes from a family of architects and

he started working for the firm of his father which enabled him to enjoy his

intense experience in the field, ranging from the planning to the works direction

in the building sites. In fact, thanks to the experience he had in the building sites

he developed solid knowledge foundations filling the gap between the

competences of the architect and those of the construction engineer, between

art and technique. The family firm environment, the  Rimini construction scenery

where he works, his fondness for his work and the never-ending challenges to

improve it gave  him the fresh impetus to develop lofts, shops, houses,

mansions,  residential areas and hotels. He played a crucial role in the architectural interior planning of the Rimini historic

centre and in the complete renovation work as well. His experience in the industrial field is significant as well as we can



see from his works such as the Valentini Spa in Rimini, the admnistrative office of the present Ernesto Meda company

in Pesaro which have intreriors designed by Architect Quadrelli himself. In 2001 he signed the showroom of Olivieri Mobili

Home Design who produces high quality presigious furnishing. He  drew and develop number of plans of major private

mansions located on the Rimini inland areas. It is worth mentioning that he took part together with Architect Luca

Gangemi to the PR8 Viareggio area ideas competition where he ranked second. Presently he is working on renovating

a riad (a traditional moroccan house or palace where the moroccan families used to spend most of their lifetime)

performing the tasks of architectural recovery and interiors planning. Moreover he is working on planning biosustainable

houses which presently are under construction. The everchanging requirements  and need for using alternative energies

in the construction field in order to increase the energy effiency together with the search for material suitable for the new

houses needs improve his professional skills. In fact, by developing these studies he updated his architectural

knowledge and expanded the horizons of the applications to the shapes. These new competences resulted in works

such as the planning of two residential and administrative buildings, five high architectural quality mansions bragging an

overall consumption 35% lower than usual mansions, and last but not least the architectural planning of the i-SUITE

hotel.

Architect Simone Micheli  

Professor at the University, in particular at the Faculty of Architecture of

Florence, at the Polidesign in Milan, at the Scuola Politecnica di Design. He

founded the architectural studio having his name in 1990 and the Design

Company named “Simone Micheli Architectural Hero” in 2003. Those who

contact Architect Simone Micheli can have the chance to reap the fruits of the

work of an extraordinary professional capable of performing a planning

process integrating exterior and interior features which results in bringing  the

architecture of each work to the overall world communication. All the works by

Architect Simone Micheli are unique and feature a strong personality in

addition to being sustainable, environmental friendly. He plays a crucial role in

the planning field in Europe, in fact he developed a number of plans for public administration and for prestigious

customers related to the community and to the residence field. A number of monographs and international magazines

focused on his works are available. He exhibited his works at the Venice Biennale, in the architectural sector. He works

as editor of the theme exhibition named “contract” as well of the major international exbitions in this field. He represented

the italian interior design at the 30th  Colombian Architecture Convention at Barranquilla, Colombia and in 2008 he

attended the International Architecture Convention in Hannover, Germany, for the contracting.  The “La Casa Italiana”

exhibition taking place at the São Paulo ( Brazil)“Mube” scuplture museum in 2008 and in Mexico City and in Monterrey

in 2009 bears his name. Here follow some of the awards he recently received: “Best Interior Design” and “Best

Apartment Italy” with the plan named “Golfo Gabella Lake Resort” for the  home constructor Sist Group located in

Maccagno on Lake Maggiore, in the contest “Homes Overseas Award 2007” – London ( international award for

developing the best world residences); the International Media Prize 2008 – Shenzhen ( “Annual public spaces grand

award” category ), the International Design Award 2008 – Los Angeles ( “Interior Design”category) e he ranked 2th at

the US Awards  2008 “Workplace: quality and innovation”, Il sole 24 Ore – Milan, with New Urban Face plan for the

Provincial administration and for the municipality of  Milan; he won the International Design Award 2008 – Los Angeles

as “Interior Designer of the Year”. The planning company Simone Micheli Architectural Hero based in Florence and Milan

provides contract and residence related services in different fields: architecture, interior design, design, visual design e

communication. Here follow some of the works he developed during 2009 : the interior design of the  Livigno thermal

facilities,“Aquagranda Wellness Park” of the “Arezzo Park Hotel” for the  Olympic Group of the  “i-SUITE” in Rimini for

AmbientHotels, the wellness center in the Hotel Exedra Nice in  Nice and the “Atomic spa Swiss”- Hotel Exedra in Milan

for the  Boscolo group, the  franchising “Fit Express” for Swim Planet. 

If you wish to see all the works please visit the website www.simonemicheli.com



i-SUITE Technical features

Building firm: Carpentedil

Hydro-thermo-sanitary system: C.I.R. Impianti

Audio, video and lighting system: LPE Elettronica

Wellness center engineering and development: Mioblu Special Wellness

Overall Area in square metres: 5500. The external area amounts to 1200 square metres, the internal area amounts to

4300 square metres (six floors +ground floor + basement)

54 suites

1 hall

1 restaurant “i-FAME” (with  garden)

2 bars (“street bar” – located near the sea; “i-BAR” – located inside)

1 wellness center “i-FEEL GOOD”

1 covered and heated swimming pool  “i-POOL”

1 covered parking “i-PARKING”

DETAILS:

Ground floor

restaurant: 190 square metres 

hall and bar: 250 square metres

suites over 5 floors 

number of suites per floor: 11 (apart from  5th floor which has 10 suites)

area in square metres per floor: 545

5th floor super suite area in square metres: 70 

Total area of the suites floors in square metres (corridors included ): 2800

6th floor– wellness center 

spa area in square metres: 300

3 treatment cabins 

1 relax room equipped with fireplace

1 90° sauna

1 50° sauna

1 turkish bath

1 thalassotherapy bath

1 heated swimming pool with hydromassage and waterfalls

1 tanning lamp 

1 relax terrace equipped with external fireplace

1 fitness area

1 sensory way with showers

1 ice machine

2 bathrooms 

basement 

garage area in square metres: 1000. Number of car parking places 54

i-SUITE SUPPLIERS TECHNICAL DATA

ADRENALINA

Design upholstered sofas and armchairs.

P.O. BOX 99

I - 47841 Cattolica (RN) - Italy

Tel. +39 0721 208372

Fax +39 0721 209923

adrenalina@adrenalina.it

www.adrenalina.it



i-SUITE collection” design by Simone Micheli exclusively designed for the i-SUITE hotels:

couches in white skye and in 100% fireproof trevira fabric - green colour (hall), couches in 100%

fireproof trevira fabric - green colour ( suite), white skye benches (restaurant), white skye couches (spa).

White “Bag” seats (swimming pool)

ADO &C.

Ado & C. designs and produces sets using fresh-modelled cement materials for amusement parks,

zoos, swimming pools, spas.

Via Roveggia, 49/a

37136 Verona (VR) - Italy

Tel. + 39 045 8201867

Fax + 39 045 8279113

info@ado.it

www.ado.it

Swimming pool setting, wavy setting of the entrance façade located on the side of the street and

Riccione, wavy setting of the internal wall and of the two columns of the hall.

ARTINFISSI 2

Artinfissi 2 srl has been working since 1981 on curtain walls making, aluminum windows, Alucobond

coating, solar shading and metal structures, aming providing customers with services and products of

high quality and reliability. Certified ISO 9001:2008. Certified SOA in both the OS6 category and in

OS18 category, in class III.

Via Martin Luther King, 6

47824 Poggio Berni (RN) - Italy

P.IVA 02194050403

Tel. +39 0541 688281

Fax. +39 0541 688282

info@artinfissi2.it

www.artinfissi2.it

Structural continuous façades, aluminum thermal cut frames, Alucobond coating (aluminum composite

panel) and glass parapets.

CARPENTENDIL

Leader in the construction field, Carpentedil S.r.l. is specialized in the touristhotel housebuilding and in

the use of new technologies to provide efficient solutions and elevated quality.

Via G. Di Vittorio, 24

47853 Coriano (RN) – Italy

Tel. +390541656067

Fax +390541650035

info@carpentedil.com

www.carpentedil.com

Construction works (reinforced concrete structure) and supervising the development of the systems.

C.I.R. IMPIANTI

The C.I.R. IMPIANTI S.R.L. has been working for over thirty years  on installing and themaintenance  of

climatization, hydraulic, fire alarm and heating systems, both civil and industrial. 

Since 2001 C.I.R. IMPIANTI S.R.L. it is certified UNI EN ISO 9001/2000.

Via Anna Frank, 9

47924 Rimini (RN) - Italy

Tel. + 39 0541 370800

Fax + 39 0541 377220

cir@cirimpianti.it

www.cirimpianti.it



Hydro sanitary system, fire alarm, water processing, air conditioning, heating system and foul air

extraction, central extraction system,methane system, thermal and hydraulic plant.

DESIGN ALLESTIMENTI

Design Allestimenti plans custom made trade shows, exhibitions, hotel furnishings, shops and showrooms setting up.

Via N.Circonvallazione 69 Scala B

47900 Rimini (RN) - Italy

Te.l + 39 0541 774012/773289/798970

Fax +39 0541 798890

info@dfallestimenti.it

www.dfallestimenti.it

Development of the suites furniture and of the common spaces coating included, design by Simone Micheli

GRAZI CRISTALLI

Custom-made crystal glass items 

Via Emilia Est, 2207 Ponte S. Ambrogio

41018 San Cesario sul Panaro (MO) - Italy

Tel. +39 059 938121

Fax +39 059 938099

grazi@grazicristalli.com

www.grazicristalli.com

Mirrors (hall and  restaurant), graphics by Simone Micheli

iGuzzini illuminazione

Lighting fittings. Designing and planning lighting in the most efficient way.

Via Mariano Guzzini, 37

62019 Recanati (MC) – Italy

Tel. +39 071 75881

Fax +39 071 7588295

iguzzini@iguzzini.it

www.iguzzini.com

“Laser pixel” spotlights (suite) and “frame” spotlights (restaurant and spa)

ITALIANA PISCINE

Italiana Piscine, designs and builds pools featuring innovatives technologies, designed to blend water

and matter together, nature and architecture, in order to make boundaries imperceptible.

Via Marecchiese, 273

47900 Rimini (RN) – Italy

Tel. +39 0541 728182

Fax +39 0541 728272

contatti@italianapiscine.com

www.italianapiscine.com

Water circulation, heating, filtration disinfection systems, led underwater illumination, water effects and

waterfalls (external swimming pool); Water circulation, heating, filtration disinfection systems, water

effects, led underwater illumination - whirlpool bath (spa) and water circulation, heating, filtration

disinfection systems -saturated salt bath (spa)



LPE ELETTRONICA di Pandolfini Marino

Since over  30 years Lpe electronica has been representing  a milestone in audio, light & video

departments. It plans, installs and selects  products aiming at providing the best quality price ratio.

Via Perticari, 14/B

47035 Gambettola (FC) - Italy

Tel. +39 0547 56336

Fax +39 0547 56265

lpe.eu@tiscalinet.it

Planning and developing of audio video and light systems.

PLANIT

Wash-basins, shower trays, bathtubs in solid surface - custom made form, color and measure available!

Via Nazionale, 61

39040 Ora (BZ) – Italy

Tel. +39 0471 811490

Fax +39 0471 811494

info@planit.it

www.planit.it

Wash-basins, shower trays, bathtubs in solid surface (suite)

MATHIAS

Made in Italy production of tables and chairs. Materials research - handmade finishing – custom made products.

Via Nazionale, 97

33048 San Giovanni al Natisone (UD) – Italy

Tel. + 39 0432 757035

Fax + 39 0432 757643

info@mathias.it

www.mathias.it

White skye armchair named “Cocoon”(restaurant) design by Simone Micheli

MIOBLU SPECIAL WELLNESS

Mioblu Special Wellness, designs and develops wellness centres, day-spas and pools by using 

exclusive materials and technologies, it provides targeted products.

Via Salieri,7

40024 Castel San Pietro Terme (BO) - Italy

Tel. + 39 051 948758

Fax + 39 051 941442

info@mioblu.it

www.mioblu.it

Sauna, turkish bath, bio sauna, sensory showers, ice waterfalls, subdivisions, glass doors, Staron®

walls, portholes, handles, steel made accessories, spa bath interior furnishing, finishing by means of

special enamels

MODULAR

Specialized in Contract department-large scale planning where Modular provides planning and special

furnishing or current models furnishing having high quality standard and design. Deliver turnkey. Public

places and residential areas.

Via Molise, 23

40060 Osteria Grande (BO) - Italy

Tel. +39 051 6941927

Fax +39 051 945853

info@domodinamica.com

www.domodinamica.com



Spa furnishing design by Simone Micheli

MOSAICI & RIVESTIMENTI

Mosaici & Rivestimenti is an higly qualified firm dealing in the wellness centers installation and in the

swimming pool sector: it provides every kind of flooring and coverings especially in the mosaics’

setting, special waterproofings, guaranteed in  every situation and on every type of surface.

Via Porto Palos, 40/g

47811 Viserba di Rimini - (RN)

Tel. +39 0541 732001

Fax +39 0541.449063

mosaicierivestimenti@interfree.it

Flooring and coating setting (porcelained gres, marble, mosaic) of the interior and of the exterior of the

i-SUITE hotel,of the suites and of the wellness centres. Whirlpool baths (spa) coating setting (special

waterproof layers and polyethylene vapor barriers). Supplying and installing of hi tech waterproof layers

polyurethane and epoxy glues and sealants for the whirlpool baths, the whole wellness centre and the

suites bathrooms

PORCELANOSA GRUPO

Firm leader in the sector of floors and coverings  in monoporosa, gres and porcelained gres having a

wide range of finishing  and sizes. Our design has always been innovative, technological advanced and

versatile.

Porcelanosa Gruppo Italia

Via Regina Pacis, 210

41049 Sassuolo (MO) - Italy

Tel. +39 0536 809093

Fax +39 0536 810585

porcelanosagruppo@porcelanosa.it

www.porcelanosa.com

Coating of the bath and of the swimming pool walls (spa) in mosaic in 2x2 size “Fashion C White” – Antic Colonial

PERMAFLEX

Permaflex has been manufacturing mattresses and beds for over 50 years. Our aim is providing

comfort, quality rest and comfort to the customers.

Permaflex

M.& G S.p.A.

Via del Lavoro, 11

40057 Quarto Inferiore (BO) - Italy

Tel. +39 051 693 55 00

Fax +39 051 693 17 92

info@permaflex.it

www.permaflex.it

Mattresses (suites)

SAMSUNG-STARON®, distributed by Hauser Italia

Staron® is the Samsung “Solid Surface”, 100% acrylic. Extraordinary and resistant, but extremely

flexible and hygienic at the same time. It is pleasant to the touch and thermoformable.

Hauser Italia

Via industria, 122

61100 Pesaro (PU) - Italy

Tel. +39 0721 910392

Fax +39 0721 489617

info@hauseritalia.com

info@staron.it

www.staron.it



Supplying of the Staron®material, solid surface (spa)

SIMAS ACQUA SPACE

Architectural planning of WC and related fittings. We have been planning italian creative ceramic

sanitary fitting since 1955.

Via Falerina Km 3

01033 Civita Castellana (VT) - Italy

Tel. +39 0761 518161

Fax +39 0761 517897

simas@simas.it

www.simas.it

Ceramic sanitary fittings

ST Rubinetterie

Outstanding design taps and accessories for exclusive bathroom concepts.

Via A. Di Dio, 199

28877 Ornavasso (VB) – Italy

Tel. +39 0323 837158

Fax +39 0323 836133

strubinetterie@strubinetterie.it

www.strubinetterie.it

Taps(spa)

PROGEMADUE

One of the most prestigious leaders in the field of exhibition organizing  and an ideal partner

for Companies willing to display their products in  spaces without passing unnoticed.

Via dell’Industria, 7/8

60010 Ripe (AN) - Italy

Tel. +39 071 7961172

Fax +39 071 7961174

ciriachi@progemadue.com

www.progemadue.com

Furnishing (spa)

Press Office Simone Micheli Architectural Hero:

Laura piccioli staff47@simonemicheli.com
T. +39 55 691216




